cover letter

I’m angelo
and I do stuff
(please read for more)

I am a versatile and adaptable professional.
Graduated in journalism, I worked as a
designer and programmer for 5 years at Folha
de S.Paulo, creating daily newspaper’s pages
websites for special features.
I navigated between design and
programming without major obstacles. I
develop mockups, write code and easily apply
design. I write, film, edit, print, experiment,
and solve problems.
I try to use what I learned in the dynamics
of a newsroom in other professional
environments: little margin of error, agility in
solving questions and group work.
I am available to learn new technologies,
languages and ways of working. My versatility
is my highest quality and I want to keep
perfecting it.
Learn more at angelodias.com.br. The website
contains my latest projects, with production
and GitHub links where possible, as well as
more information about my multiple skills.

Programmer
I’m angelo
and I do stuff
(please read for more)

I have experience in dynamic environments, lean teams
and incremental development.
I try new ways to streamline team work, make it more
reliable, and eliminate noise. I do a lot of things — from
programming to writing fiction.
I am versatile and adaptable.

Angelo Dias

Experience

Brazilian
05/02/1990
Santa Cecília - SP - BR

5 years of Folha de S.Paulo - 2014 to 2019
Designer an Front-End Programmer

+55 11 9 8555 4639
angelo@angelodias.com.br

Print and digital design; Programming in restricted
environment; Javascript, CSS, HTML and others.

Technologies
I know:

I’m
learning:

Javascript
- React
- Redux
- Node

- React Native
- GraphQL
- MongoDB
- Postgres

CSS
- SCSS
- SASS
- Stylus
HTML
- JSX
- Pug

Softwares
Adobe:
- XD
- Illustrator
- Photoshop
- InDesign
- Premiere
Outros
Softwares:
- VS Code
- Postbird
- Insomnia
- iTerm
- Reactotron

I want
to learn:
- Python
- PHP
- D3
- Threejs
- Back-End
- Data Science

Education
Post Graduation in Project Management
2017 - today
Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie
Journalism
2009 - 2012
Universidade São Judas Tadeu
visit a much more complete version than this resume at angelodias.com.br

